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The Office app for Microsoft Office is certainly an improvement over its predecessor, the My Office app. There are several similarities between them, but the Office app is an overall better version and it's already available to any Windows 10 user. If you've already installed the My Office app on your Windows 10 devices, you just need to update it from the
Microsoft Store to get the latest version of the app. If you never had the Office app, you can follow a few simple steps to get it installed. Run the Microsoft Store app. Search for Office. Locate the Office app and select Install. Once you install the app, select Start using the new Office app. Before you jump into details about how to use the new Office app, it's
important to understand the similarities and differences between the previous My Office app and the new Office app. They are available to download for free in the Microsoft Store.They, give you an overview of your Microsoft 365 account, as well as access to your subscriptions, payments, and billing information. They have quick links to your documents.
They have a section for Apps so you can start any of the office programs. The main difference between the My Office app and the new Office app is the new version will connect you to the free Office Online version of these apps if it doesn't detect the Microsoft 365 apps installed. If your file is stored locally, it will prompt you to upload it to your OneDrive first
before it will allow you to open it. In addition to the features mentioned above, the Office app also provides some more capabilities and improvements to your Office account: Accessing all files: The Office app also gives you full access to all your Office files, no matter where these documents are stored, locally, or the cloud. This will list your documents from
all your Office apps under Documents, with the most recently accessing files at the top of the list. Tutorials: It provides tutorial links for all the Office Online products. Just select the Explore all your apps link section, then select the app you want to learn about. Shared files: All files are shared with your Microsoft account, which makes accessing them easy no
matter where you access the Office app. Access all Office apps: You can start any Office app from a single location. Again, if you installed the Office app locally, the application itself will be launched, otherwise it will attempt to open its online version. OneDrive support: The Office app will also upload files to your OneDrive account. Any file stored locally can
be uploaded to OneDrive to be edited within an Office Online app. Just select the file, and then select Upload and open. that you let us know! Tell us why! One of my favorite features in Windows 10 is Compact Overlay. This allows you to watch videos within variable floating boxes so you can easily multitask. Unfortunately, fewer apps support this feature
than I want. WebToApp turns in web pages Overlay down and do an impressive job. It's a little complicated, but it's a good start, and I think it's absolutely worth trying out. The app is available for free on Windows 10 and Windows 10 Mobile. Seeing in Microsoft Store brings compact overlays to the web apps like Mixer Go and myTube! has Compact Overlay
mode built in, but many websites and services have no mini-player on Windows 10. WebToApp allows you to take any website and turn it into a resizable box on your screen. It does it in a smart way. When you're on a website, you choose full-screen mode, but then choose an option to switch to compact mode. It takes a few steps, but the end result is a
beautiful picture-in-picture mode that has no boundaries. In addition to the size of the webpage, WebToApp is also moving important parts of web UI around to make them more accessible. For example, when you view YouTube videos, the playing and pause button is in the lower-left corner of the video. It's also full size rather than scaling down to an
impossible-to-click button. Too complicated, I'm really happy that WebToApp exists. I think its functionality should be built directly into Microsoft Edge. That said, setup is more complicated than it should be. It's not extremely technical, but if you want a shortcut that looks correct, you need to download or create a .ico file, create a shortcut, add a web url, and
customize the shortcut to use the icon you want. The directions within the app are simple, but I'd like the app to have a simpler interface that makes the user do less. Even if the app performed the same tasks, but only had a drag-and-drop interface, it would be easier. For example, the app can allow you to copy and paste a link and automatically add the right
code, or the app can allow you to upload a photo and it can take care of the icon creation for you. Overall thoughts on WebToApp for Windows 10 When I first downloaded WebToApp, I was disappointed with how many steps it took to create a shortcut, but I realized that the instructions aren't complicated, they're just thorough. WebToApp works well with
sites like YouTube and though it had issues, it also worked OK with Mixer. This puts the playing and pause button in the right place to make video easy and moves some other UI elements to make navigation simpler. I love that the developers took a passion project intended for personal use and then shared it with everyone through the Microsoft Store after
realizing it could be used for a variety of things. And they did it for free. I hope Microsoft looks at a program like this and builds similar functionales directly into its own browser in Windows 10. Add functionality to Windows Work well with many websites Free complicated battle with some websites See in Microsoft We can earn a commission for purchases
using our links. Learn more. Xbox consoles and the Windows operating system have always been pretty closely connected - the X in Xbox originally for DirectX after all – but recently, the Xbox One and Windows 10 have connected more and more closely. Now the next step in that evolution is on the way. Beginning this summer, the Xbox One will get the
ability to run Universal Windows Platform (UWP) apps, Microsoft Xbox Advanced Technology Group chief Jason Ronald told Business Insider. For now, these programs are still relatively limited, but Ronald says that over the course of the year they will gradually open up to provide better graphical settings on the computer. This change will see the Xbox store
and Windows Store merger in one unified store. It's almost a certainty that the initial integration will hit some rough patches, but Microsoft hopes to finally blur the lines between its various platforms, for both users and developers. The reasoning behind this is pretty simple: It shouldn't be easier to hit one platform versus another, says Ronald. So essentially,
developers should be able to easily target any platform they want, as long as it's a Microsoft platform. It shouldn't come as a surprise that certain developers are wary of Microsoft's pressure on a unified future. Epic Games founder Tim Sweeney said earlier this month that with the UWP, Microsoft is moving against the entire computer industry, including
developers, consumers, and retailers alike. For its part, Microsoft was quick to dismiss this attitude, defying the openness of the platform. Still, whether this move is successful will depend on whether developers are eager to start developing for the new model, and whether gamers are interested in buying what they're selling. Whether it's successful or not, it's
a move that's been easy to see coming since the launch of the Xbox One. What with allowing streaming between the console and a computer, and the recent cross-platform game unveiled by the company, it's clear that Microsoft wants its customers not to see themselves as PC or Xbox gamers, but as Microsoft gamers. Editor recommendations If you're
using a Windows PC, you may have discovered a wide range of applications to improve your experience and boost your computer's performance. But because there are so many categories and apps available, you might have a hard time finding the best apps for your specific needs. To help you choose, we've compiled a list of the best Windows apps for
each type of user, whether you want better productivity or to be entertained. ProductivityDuolingoscreenshotTrying to brush up on your language skills? Need some help for a language class? Planning on a trip to a foreign country? This free program can be exactly what you need to prepare. It's a language learning app with tons of gamification, along with
many rewards and achievements for a variety of quizzes. The app's ultra-casual nature means you can use it minutes at a time and still learning something, so why not give it a try? Microsoft StoreDropboxNot all needed or used OneDrive, especially given the often associated fees. Fees. your business or school prefers Dropbox as the cloud storage solution
of choice, well, there's an app for that. This smooth piece of software allows you to view your photos or videos using a grid, or as a list when you are doing with documents. The free basic plan gets you 2GB of free storage.$0 from DropboxMicrosoft To DoIf you don't already have an app for planning, making listings, and working together, then Microsoft To
Do is a great option for you. The app allows you to increase your productivity and reduce your stress levels. It comes with a focused My Day view, which has a personal daily planner with suggested tasks. Other cool features include synchronization tasks between Outlook Mail and Do.Microsoft StoreSkype for WindowsSkype remains one of the most popular
chat customers for long-distance communication, and this is another example of a program that integrates very well with Windows 10. Chances are, if you're already using or working with a video chat service at home, you know exactly what to download. But if you haven't done much video chat in the past and want to explore this type of communication with
friends and family, Skype is a great place to start, and you have to give this program a chance. A version of Skype is already integrated with Windows, but the official desktop app also allows you to share photos, opt in for translation, and share your screen for troubleshooting purposes. Microsoft StoreMicrosoft Sticky NotesThis app allows you to create digital
sticky notes as memories and then put them on your desktop. Of course, the latest version also comes with some new tools as well, including the ability to pin your sticks to your Start screen, create notes with the Surface Pen, and connect notes to websites or documents for additional information. You can even synchronize your Sticky Notes over your
Windows devices and view them on the web. Microsoft StoreCreationFresh PaintscreenshotFresh Paint was popular on Windows 8, but it's even better on Windows 10. The painting application allows you to choose from a variety of pallets and activity packs to color in designs or work from the ground up, or you can upload your own art and apply filters or
paint in the style of your choice. The software can't exactly take the place of something like Photoshop – nor should it – but it's a fun and very useful program in its own right. Microsoft StoreOpen Live WriterPrefer a more desktop-oriented app to sculpt your latest blog entry or web page? Open Live Writer is designed to do just that. Inside, you can create text,
photo, or video posts, and then publish them to your website whenever you want. The app also works with WordPress, TypePad, Blogger, and other website builders. It even has a simple interface to tag and schedul, so you can end up saving extra time in the long run. Microsoft StoreFusedWant more interesting effects for your photos than the usual
applications Before uploading to Instagram, check out Fused, designed to mix in a background and foreground to create different effects. Going into all the ways it can be used would take a long time, but, suffice it to say, it might make your photos seem awesome with the right job. If you want to create your own backgrounds, or just get a thrill to post
impressive photos, see what Fused has to offer. Microsoft StoreAdobe Photoshop ExpressWhile may have to pay you for access to Adobe's full suite, there's a free version of Photoshop available for Windows 10. The aptly titled Express gives you limited access to Photoshop's photo editing tools, which allow a lot of personal work. This is a very useful tool if
you're familiar with Photoshop and want to work on some images, but don't need or want access to the features of the application. Keep in mind that you need an Adobe ID login to make this app work. Microsoft StoreEntertainmentVLC Media Playerscreenshot For many users, VLC is an old standby that handles almost any popular video format you can
throw at it. The media player can play pretty much any video file ripped from a common source, including disks and network streaming protocols. If you're using a lot of media on your computer, this is a great addition to your arsenal.$0 from VideoLAN OrganizationNetflixIf your computer functions more than an entertainment box than one made for
productivity, we suggest downloading the Netflix app so you can quickly access it directly from your desktop. And now that Netflix is syncing across devices — if you start watching something on your computer, for example, you can finish on your Xbox One — these programs are even more versatile. Of course, if you're not a Netflix fan, then there are official
programs for Hulu and other services as well. Microsoft StorePandoraEveryone has their favorite music service, so feel free to replace whatever app you prefer here. Pandora really stepped up with a strong app for both desktop and mobile devices, one that makes it easy to stream your favorite tunes. The app also boasts compatibility with the Xbox One and
is generally more Windows-friendly than Spotify.Microsoft StoreXboxSince Microsoft is working on converging as much Xbox and Windows game as possible, this application comes with some unique features, such as the ability to stream games or movies from an Xbox One to your PC. The app also has social and sharing features, which means you can
quickly share game clips or join clubs. It's already built into your Windows 10 PC, and there's no need for an extra download. Social mediaInstagramscreenshotYou probably doesn't need a reminder to download social apps like Facebook, but we still mention Instagram's Windows app, which offers far more functionality than a web page. The app isn't always
updated by Facebook, but it provides basic access to the Instagram features on the iOS or Android versions of the app. This includes access to Instagram Stories and the Instagram Feed, as well as messages and the search feature. search function. a nice desktop companion. Microsoft StoreWhatsAppIf you or your friends use WhatsApp, you earn this clean
desktop version that makes it easy to continue multiple detailed chats at the same time. The app also provides complete synchronization so you can pick up conversations on any other device as needed, without worrying that the conversation isn't dishing up properly. Microsoft StoreNews and feedsFlipboardscreenshotFlipboard is a news aggregator
designed for tile-based exploration and reading, making it a perfect fit for Windows 10. You can use it to build a custom magazine, either from specific sources or general topics, which allow the perfect mix of specificity. After you create your magazine, you look back to see the latest news. This saves you time and allows you to put together your news sources
to as much detail as you like. Microsoft StoreMicrosoft NewsStaying informed is crucial, and you can use Windows 10's Microsoft News app to keep track of all the news you need. Once you have it in, customize it so that your favorite websites and publications alert you. In addition, the team makes sure you get stories that are accurate and exciting. No
matter what, you get stories and sources that align with your desires, from politics to sports to entertainment news. You can even configure notifications to break news and sync your preferences on the web and the apps on iOS and Android. The app operates in 20 different countries and collects content from more than 3,000 publications. Microsoft
StoreSecurityDashlanescreenshotDashlane remains one of the most popular password managers, thanks to its simple setup process and easy-to-use design. While the app is a bit intrusive – it really wants to know all your passwords. After all – it's also one of the best ways to collect and protect passwords from a variety of resources. In addition, it's
optimized for Windows 10.Microsoft StoreAn improving economic background, plus higher sales and earnings, could bring a surge in dividends and buybacks this year. Biden promised checks immediately if Democrats won Senate control — and they did. With the Georgia election behind us, and the Trump administration heading out, the close to midterm
political landscape is growing more clear: The Biden administration will cater to its progressive base, now that it rests on lakes — but thin — in both Houses of Congress. Predictability is good for the markets, and we're likely to have it, at least until 2022. Which makes it the time to lock in the defensive portfolio plays. The research analysts at Wells Fargo are
looking to the markets for the 'real' purchases, and their picks are bearing closer look. They tapped high-yielding dividend payers as an investment game of choice. The TipRanks database sheds some additional light on three of the firm's – shares with dividends yielding 8% or better. Apollo Investment Corporation (AINV)One good place to look for a high
yield yield is one of the market's business development companies. These companies offer specialty financing to the mid-market, providing credit and funding for small to medium business customers who otherwise struggle to access capital markets. Apollo Investment is a typical example, with an investment portfolio worth $2.59 billion. Apollo has
investments in 147 companies, with average exposure of $15.9 million. The bulk of its portfolio, 86%, is first lion-secured debt. Health care, business services, aerospace and transportation, and high-tech companies make up more than half of Apollo's investment targets. In Q3CY20 (the company's fiscal Q2 of 2021), Apollo posted an EPS of 43 cents per
share, flat sequentially but down 18% year-over-year. The company boasted $268 million of available liquid assets, and $287 million in available credit under its insured facility at the end of the quarter. Since then, Apollo has amended his revolving credit facility by extending maturity until December 2025. On the dividend front, Apollo maintained its payments
to regular shareholders despite the coronavirus pandemic. Apollo's most recent payment, in November, was 31-cent regular dividend plus a 5-cent special dividend. The current yield is an impressive 11.6%. Covering AINV for Well Fargo, analyst Finian O'Shea noted, Legacy's impact washed away, adding just $3 million to the top line this quarter for an
annualized return on FV of ~5.5%. We think there is very little downside to NOI from the legacy book, and view any realization and redeployments as great positives for the stock. O'Shea gives Apollo an Overweight (i.e. Buy) rating, and a price target that, at $12.50, implies a 12% upside from current levels. (To watch O'Shea's record, click here) Overall,
Apollo has two reviews on record, and they're split - 1 Buy and 1 Hold - for a moderate buy consensus view. The stock sells for $11.17, and its $11.50 average price target indicates a modest 3% upside. (See AINV stock analysis on TipRanks) Goldman Sachs BDC (GSBD)Next, Goldman Sachs BDS, is the banking giant's entry into the specialty finance
business development segment. GSBD is a subsidiary of Goldman, and focuses on mid-market companies, providing closed management investment services and mid-market credit access. GSBD's share performance in 2020 showed a steady recovery from the initial recession caused by the coronavirus crisis last winter. By the end of the year, the stock
was trading its January 2020 levels. In November, the company felt confident enough to price an offer of $500 million in unsecured notes, at interest of 2.875% and due in January 2026. The funds raised will be used to pay off the revolving credit facility and interest on debt. Also in November, GSBD reported 80 cents EPS for the quarter ending September
30. The earnings were strong enough to support a solid dividend of 45 cents per share — and the company announced a special dividend payment of 15 cents to in three instalments during 2021. The regular dividend currently has a yield of more than 9%. Among the bulls is Wells Fargo's Finian O'Shea, who also covers AINV. The analyst wrote, [We]
believe the high-quality investment platform and shareholder-friendly structure will continue to drive attractive forward returns... GSBD is quality at a good price... For those buying BDCs, GSBD will likely always be in the portfolio discussion as we see it, given its quality of earnings and shareholder orientation. With that in mind, O'Shea rates GSBD an
overweight (i.e. Buy), along with a $19.50 price target. This figure implies a 5% upside of current levels. (To watch O'Shea's record, click here) Again, this is a stock with an even split between Buy and Hold reviews, making for a Moderate Buy analyst consensus rating. The shares are priced at $18.59 and the average price target of $19.50 matches
O'Shea's. (See GSBD stock analysis on TipRanks)ExxonMobil (XOM)From BDCs we will move on to the oil industry. Exxon Mobil is one of Big Oil's players, with a market cap of $190 billion and 2019 revenue (the last year for which full-year figures are available) of $264.9 billion. The company produces about 2.3 billion barrels of oil equivalent daily, putting it
in the top five of global hydrocarbon producers. Low prices in 2H19, and the corona crisis in 1H20, drove down revenue in the first part of last year — but that reversed in Q3 when XOM reported $45.7 billion to the top line. While it was year-over-year off, it was 40% sequential. Despite all the headwinds facing the oil industry over the past 18 months, XOM
has kept its dividend reliable and paid out the most recent spread in December 2020. That payment was 87 cents per regular share, which was up to $3.48 annually, giving a yield of 8.4%. In a note on the big oil companies, Wells Fargo's Roger Read writes, In 2021, we expect more supportive macrotail winds, but realized significant challenges exist and
maintain an average Brent price below $50...Switch his view on XOM in particular, adds the analyst, We don't expect production growth and only minimal free cash flow generation, which is inclusive It represents a significant change from the past few years of significant cash burns and increased leverage. In our view, it's likely enough to lift the shares a little
higher and reduce worries about dividend sustainability. In light of his comments, Reading rates XOM shares an overweight (i.e. Buy), and its $53 price target marks room for 17% upside growth in the coming year. (To watch Read's record, click here) That Wall Street still views the energy industry with a careful eye is evident from XOM's analyst consensus
rating - Hold. It's based on 10 reviews, including 3 Buys, 6 Holds 1 Sale. The shares sold for $45.15, and their $47.33 average price target suggests a modest upside of ~5% (See XOM stock analysis on TipRanks)To find good for dividend stocks that trade at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best stocks to buy, a newly launched tool that unites all of
TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are exclusively those of the popular analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor's Business DailyThe stock market and Tesla hit new highs Thursday but were
extended somewhat. Tesla also unveiled a much cheaper, shorter-range Model Y.Tax Guy on President-elect Joe Biden's big tax plans with a Democratic-controlled Senate.Crypto pros and newbies asking why bitcoin prices keep hitting new highs, and if prices are due to collapse. Here's what the experts say. Investor's Business DailyCheap shares are
suddenly in favor. And a growing group of them, including some in the S&amp;amp; P 500, is actually seen getting big profit growth this year. It's a new year, and good time to look at what lies ahead. Not in the short term, but on the longer horizon. So, here's a number to think about: $126 billion. That's the predicted size of the Artificial Intelligence (AI)
technology market in 2025. AI, once the only province of the more arcane branches of computer programming and coding, has become an essential part of the digital world we live in. You can find AI anywhere. It is in our factories, control assembly robots and inventory systems; it's in cars, monitoring power systems and driving trains - and soon, perhaps, to
drive the vehicles; its algorithms lie behind the success of all the online tech companies that have come to dominate our electronic social discourse and economy. AI is everywhere, and it's here to stay. This makes it a fantastic sector to mine for investment opportunities. Against this backdrop, two of Wall Street's top analysts turned their look at AI and
recommended their picks in the sector. We ran the two through TipRanks database to see what other Wall Street's analysts have to say about them. The results are interesting. C3.ai, Inc. (AI)We will start with a company that is new to the public trading markets. C3ai is an enterprise AI firm, providing a suite of services designed to build enterprise scale
applications through a cost-effective and efficient process. The C3 AI Suite brings configurable apps for customer engagement, energy management, fraud detection, predictive maintenance, and supply chain optimization — and all of this is just the beginning. C3 went public in December 2020, hitting the markets on Dec 9. The company priced the IPO at
$42 a share, but closed its first day at a price of $92, for a 120% profit right out of the gate. C3's shares rose at $177 on December 22, and the now trading at $133, for a net profit since the first day's close of 44%. The company now boasts a market cap of $12.74 billion. It's not just the successful IPO that should grab grabs attention here. C3's customers
include such high-profile names as Bank of America, AstraZeneca and Koch Industries. The company also has a strategic partnership with Microsoft, using the Azure cloud platform to offer AI technology to the energy industry. And finally, C3 is a key contractor with the Pentagon, and counts the U.S. Air Force, Army Aviation, and the U.S. StratCom in its user
base. Some Wall Street analysts see C3's shares as fully valued, but others are bullish on the stock. Among the bulls is Daniel Ives, the 5-star tech sector expert from Wedbush, who rates AI and Outperform (that is, a Buy). Ives also gives the stock a $200 price target indicating room for a 51% upside in the next 12 months. (To watch Ives' record, click here)
In his comments on the stock, Ives explained his stance: We view C3.ai as one of the more disruptive enterprise software vendors in the past decade with the company laser focused on the convergence of AI, big data, and cloud computing... We believe with a very successful IPO of $650 million completed in December, C3 now finds itself in clear offensive
mode as its beef distribution strategy (direct sales, MSFT, Baker Hughes) should put more fuel in its growth engine in 2021 and beyond. The bear bull mix on AI is evident from the reviews on record for C3. The company has received 10 ratings, breaking down to 4 Buy, 4 Hold, and 2 Sale, making the analyst consensus a Hold. Meanwhile, the average price
target stands at $144.89, suggesting room for 9% growth from current levels. (See AI stock analysis on TipRanks) Liveperson (LPSN)Liveperson is known as a designer of live chat platforms and chatbot AI systems, marketing these products as customer relationship tools on the front for companies of all kinds. Liveperson's chat apps are available through
web browsers, social media and on mobile devices, and the company has produced a conversational AI that lets automated chatbots streamline customer service center efficiency by handling routine communication tasks. The AI chatbots are designed for use on Conversational Cloud, with one human operator overseeing multiple bots in a chat center. The
AI handles initial contacts using filtering questions, and may refer more involved issues to the human agent in the loop. Liveperson offers a choice for its customers: to use ready-made chatbots, or to use the platform and create a unique conversation system. Like many tech companies involved in online marcom, Liveperson's value has been placed in
sharper relief during this crazy 'corona year.' The stock finished 2020 with a gain of 65%. Meanwhile, revenues have increased slightly sequentially since Q2, with the Q3 number $94.8 million being up 3.4% from Q2 and 26% year-over-year. Liveperson's proven strength in his niche has the attention of Koontz, 5-star analyst with Rosenblatt, lured. [We]
expect LPSN to use its leading position in AI to provide the $60B contact center software and and job market. Despite new threats from larger and more established players in the enterprise market, including Salesforce.com, Twilio and Oracle, we see the strong focus and 20+ years of experience of LPSN as key assets, Koontz noted. With this analysis, it's
not surprising that Koontz lpSN rates a Buy. Its $73 price target implies a 14% upside from current levels. (To watch Koontz's record, click here) Obviously, Wall Street is in broad agreement with Koontz, as shown by the Strong Buy analyst consensus rating and the 8 recent reviews that include 7 Buys against a single Hold. The shares sell for $63.97, and
the $71.17 average price target suggests it has 11% room to grow. (See LPSN stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best stocks to buy, a newly launched tool that unites all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are exclusively those of the popular
analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. Investor's Business DailyTesla CEO Elon Musk became the world's richest person Thursday as shares of the electric car company continued their relentless run-in. Investor's Business DailyMarijuana
shares rose as a Democratic Senate contributes to marijuana legalization momentum. Are any pot stocks good purchases now amid profitability challenges? Bionano Genomics Inc. plans to sell more shares after a sudden surge in its stock price in recent weeks, and stocks dove into after-hours trading Thursday in response. The company revealed Thursday
afternoon that it expects to sell more shares under a shelf prospectus filed in August, but did not spell out how many shares it plans to sell neither at what price. The genome-analysis company's shares are trading for less than $1 for much of 2020, but are starting to move sharply higher around Christmas, gaining more than 800% in the past month. Shares
closed at $5 on Thursday, a retreat from highs above $7 earlier in the week, and then traded up more than 10% in after-hours Trading Thursday following the news that more shares would be sold. Investor's Business DailyKorean conglomerate SK Group announced a $1.5 billion investment in a JV with fuel cell leader Prop Power to expand hydrogen energy
in Asia.Jim Cramer discussed the latest stock market news including Facebook blocking President Trump, our economic recovery and markets a day after the attack on our government. Rates are rising as investors bet on more government spending. Will they go even higher? Investor's Business DailySarepta Therapeutics announced mixed results on
Thursday for its gene therapy that has a form of muscularity target, leading SRPT inventory to plummet. Rival Solid Biosciences also fell. As U.S. investors dump stocks into Chinese companies blacklisted by outgoing President Donald Trump, bargain hunters in China are taking the opposite side of that bet that a Joe Biden presidency will over reverse the
investment ban. Trump signed an executive order on Nov. 12 showing U.S. securities investment in Chinese companies allegedly owned or controlled by the Chinese military. As U.S. investors rush to sell shares in the sanctioned companies and their subsidiaries before the executive order takes effect on Jan. 11, Chinese investors swoop in. Stock futures
rise as investors expect more economic stimulus after President-elect Joe Biden takes office; the U.S. jobs report is likely to show weak labor growth in December; Boeing will pay a $2.5 billion fine tied to its 737 MAX program. Benzinga does a sentiment survey every week to find out what merchants are most excited about, interested in or thinking if they're
managing and building their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of more than 500 Benzinga investors about whether shares of FuelCell (NASDAQ:FCEL) or Blink Charging (NASDAQ:BLNK) stock will grow the most by 2022.FuelCell Vs. Clipping Charging Stock FuelCell Energy designs manufactured, sold, installed, operated, and services fuel-cell
products, which efficiently convert chemical energy into Fuel FuelCell's ultimate goal is to offer customers a comprehensive turnbending key solution , including everything from designing and installing a fuel cell project to the long-term operation and maintenance of the customer's clean energy projects. Clip Charging Company is an owner, operator, and
supplier of electric vehicle charging services. The company offers both residential and commercial EV charging equipment, allowing EV executives to easily recharge on multiple location types. Blink's main line of products and services is Blink EV charging network and EV charging equipment and EV-related services. The company says it currently has
thousands of EV chargers deployed across the United States at airports, car dealerships, hospitals, hotels, parks and recreational areas, restaurants, retailers, schools and universities and stadiums. See also: Best Penny StocksSurvey SaysSentiment was tight in this study: 53% of Benzinga traders and investors said shares of FuelCell would grow more by
2022. Above all, respondents expressed that both companies would increase an embrace toward clean energy through the incoming Biden administration. For FuelCell, respondents noted the Biden administration's embrace of clean energy will provide favorable business conditions for FuelCell in the coming years, providing power to the electric vehicle, fuel
cell and biogas industries at large. Respondents reiterated Blink's strategic relations and often long-term agreements with hundreds of real estate partners, well-recognized companies, large municipalities and local businesses would help the company continue to increase market share. This survey was conducted by Benzinga in January 2021 and has the



answers of a population of adults 18 or older included. Opt in survey was completely voluntary, with no incentives offered to potential respondents. The study reflects results from more than 500 adults. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Here's Why Plug Power, Aurora, Tilray and Marathon Patent Stock Moves * Will
Palantir or Snowflake Stock Grow More By 2022? (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Online personal-finance company SoFi goes public into an $8.65 billion deal with Social Capital Hedosophia Holdings V, the latest empty-checking company of venture capitalist Chamath Palihapitiya.Jeremy
Grantham, co-founder and chief investment strategist at Boston-based money manager Grantham, Mayo, Van Otterloo &amp; Co. in a research report dated Tuesday doubling down on his warning of a bubble in stocks in recent research report. Report.
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